Factsheet

Developer:
Trinôme
Based in Montreal, Canada
2015 NUMIX Award Winner
Platforms:
All mobile devices,
iOS and Android
Website:
puzzleaxe.com
Regular Price:
Free

About the game

Puzzle Axe is a mobile-based adventure game that completely
reinvents the jigsaw puzzle. What makes this game such a
mindbender is that players must uncover a unique secret in order
to complete each puzzle. Once completed, they gain access to a
short animation and the story unfolds with each new level.
From various settings that include the beach, the crypt and the
crystal desert, to different play modes that comprise labyrinths,
fleeing pieces, gravity effects, and secret codes, take flight on a
novel adventure where you can meet unforgettable monsters,
pirates and wizards.

The storyline
In a faraway kingdom named Puzzle Axe, two axes of unimaginable
power were crafted for the royal family. The axes possess the
power to break apart and/or rebuild anything in the form of jigsaw
puzzles.
Now that the king’s two sons, Andylion and Noxious, are ready
to take over the throne, the king is ready to pass along the axes.
Unfortunately for Noxious, Andylion is the favorite for succession to
the throne. In a fit of jealous rage, Noxious steals an axe, escapes
into the kingdom and begins to break it apart in order to make it
his own.
Now the fate of the kingdom... par: Now the fate of the kingdom
lies in Andylion’s hands and he needs your help! Equipped with the
second axe in hand, you must repair and reclaim the kingdom. It’s
up to you to find Noxious and stop him in his evil tracks!

Sneak peeks
THE STAIRCASE

1 Holy wow, that staircase is so dark! How can

you possibly assemble this puzzle if all the
pieces are pitch black?

2 Light up the torch, buddy!

3 Sweet! Lights are on!

Now you can go deeper into the dungeon… at
least for a little while.

THE BAND

1 Um, all the pieces are the same shape! How on
earth can you complete this level?

2 Listen closely… every piece triggers a specific
sound.

3 Click on the axe and you will hear a melody.
Place each piece in the right place to help the
band play the song right!

Specs and features:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Recommended age: 6 to 99
Puzzles reinvented
Animated pieces
25 levels
10 minutes of original animation, with English or French voiceovers
Evolving music - becomes progressively harmonious as you build levels
Programmed with Cocos 2D-X
Compatible on all mobile devices, iOS and Android
Retina display graphics
Free version (4 levels) and Full version at 1.99 (at launch)
Date to Market: December 1st 2014

Developer info
In an isolated Igloo, a group of creatives develop games. In this
mysterious place, the drawing boards are full of surprising and
innovative concepts. This place is called the Secret Igloo. Enthusiasts
work there to realize these ideas with an exemplary execution.
Puzzle Axe is the first game developed by Secret Igloo. This entity
shares its roots with Trinôme, an established television production
company.
Producer and game design: François Veillette
Artwork and game design: Samuel Boucher
Scenario: Pascal Brullemans
Programming: Mathieu Lajeunesse
Animation director: Martin Cright
Financed by: Trinôme and FMC

PUZZLEAXE

is produced in collaboration

